Accuracy of colour Doppler ultrasound velocity measurements in small vessels.
Colour Doppler ultrasound offers the possibility of imaging small vessels not visible by B-mode alone. The colour Doppler image of velocities allows the course of small vessels to be imaged in the X-Y plane of the scan provided the Doppler frequency shift is of sufficient magnitude. This permits alignments of the Doppler cursor, allowing angle correction to provide true velocity measurements from the Doppler shift obtained. Before attempting to make velocity measurements, however, it is essential to be aware of the possible error in the Z plane caused by the thickness of the Doppler sample volume. To quantify this source of error, hydrophone and flow-rig measurements were performed on an Acuson 128 colour Doppler scanner with both 5 MHz linear-array and 3.5 MHz phased-array transducers. Measurements of the transmitted pulses using a point hydrophone showed that both probes employ approximately 3.5 MHz Doppler pulses (in both colour and pulsed Doppler modes). The two transducers have the same axial resolution. In colour Doppler mode the axial length of the sample volume increases automatically with depth by up to 0.5 mm. Measurements of colour and pulsed Doppler signal strength were obtained in a controlled flow rig. Both transducers produced accurate colour flow images of the phantom at their optimum depths; flow velocity errors due to Z-plane thickness are less than 5%. There was, however, substantial error outside these optimum conditions (up to 20%).